**Pajarito Corridor Deliveries:** Drivers of commercial delivery trucks headed to the Pajarito Corridor (Pajarito Road bounded by NM Highway 4 and Diamond Drive) must stop at Post 10 for truck inspections. Drivers will then need to present time-stamped inspection passes from Post 10 to protective force officers stationed at the Pajarito Corridor. (Drivers exiting Post 10 should (1) turn right and proceed west on the Truck Route; (2) turn left onto West Jemez Road; (3) proceed to Lane 7; (4) STOP and present the inspection pass to the protective force officer; (5) turn left onto Diamond Drive; and (6) turn left onto Pajarito Road.)

**All Other Deliveries:** Drivers of commercial delivery trucks accessing Vehicle Access Portal (VAP) 6, Lane #7 on Diamond and East Jemez Road or VAP 4 on West Jemez Road (near the ski hill) must stop at Post 10 for a truck inspection. Drivers will then need to present time-stamped inspection passes from Post 10 to protective force officers stationed at the VAPs.

**Note:** All vehicles (commercial, private, government) on Laboratory property are subject to random inspections by the Protective Force any time.

**More Information:** spp-questions@lanl.gov